On the systemic approach to balance deficiency
Systemowe podejście do zaburzeń równowagi

Abstract: Any system, seen as a compound issue, is subject to various forms of disturbance which are later eliminated in systemic relaxation time. While assessing the course of changes and the degree of elimination it is necessary to identify the time layers as well as the quantification of the features used to describe the n-dimensional space. What needs to be defined is firstly, the number of dimensions, i.e. a reference to the non-Euclidean space and, secondly, an attempt to define this space with the help of non-parametric features, i.e. non-quantified in the non-parametric distribution. The aim of the work performed by its Author is to define ways of describing relaxation time in non-parametric space.
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Introduction

A system – or systems – is a compound thing, a collection of elements realizing various target-described functions, which, by means of the process and the parameters included in it, can become stronger and/or weaker.

Fluctuation in the course of the performed functions refers to the space in which it is taking part.

In most cases this identification takes place in the Euclidean space, sometimes enlarged by the incremental value of time.

Depending on this $\Delta t$-value, various forms of assessment of the process and function typing compatibility are applied. In case the time incremental value is relatively small – the verification of compatibility is easier to
be described and refers to the operational activities; however, together with its growth, the operational levels, so far easily described, give out an abstract dimension, e.g. the basic value is an abstract notion e.g. happiness, love, health as well as the elements much less important, being its constituent parts: income, social position, sex.

One can say that at the moment of the assessment performance – and together with the changing Δt-, there takes place a reconstruction of criteria and their ranges.

Analogically, one can approach to test deficiencies and the loss of value. What appears to be important is not only the indescribability of space as such, but also its simultaneous change of points of reference, the definition of the number of n-dimensions, a set of parameters and character of reconstruction of their meaning.

The principle of relaxation tells us that the stability of the system is possible only in when the average time of the deficiency sequel is larger than the time of system relaxation¹.

When there appears the curvature of the field, the space aims at n-infiniteness and, what is known, it cannot refer to 0-, when a new set of references has been selected, the question how to measure time must asked.

**The principles of intuition assumptions**

In the ontological-fractal space there appears non-Euclidean space, what indicates that firstly, there exists no answer option to each of the questions presented above and secondly, the very pattern answer typing, rises objections², because what comes out is a simultaneous the pattern of average state interpretation³. The definition of target is the first step to reach it and lets us focus upon the solution instead of the problem⁴. The elimination of logical operators is effected be means of the recurrent transition of structure tree⁵.

Non-parametric quantification is primarily connected with the typing of compound features, secondly, focusing on various degrees of adequacy and diversity and thirdly, it is divergent from what it refers to, what relations and time section it concerns; this is where the Einstein summative convention applies⁶ (1):

---
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where:
- $t^{(1)}$ - vector in the original set of co-ordinates
- $t^{(1)}_{\alpha'}$ - vector in the New set of co-ordinates
- $\Lambda_{\alpha}^{\alpha'}$ - transformation between the old and new set of co-ordinates.

The above inscription can be illustrated by a picture referring to the notion of the idea of time acceleration and its division into three separate layers (picture 1).

![Picture 1. Time layers](image)

Source: own elaboration.

In the atmosphere of strings demagogy no value can assume the 0 level; what’s more, time does not assume such a value as well. When referring to the history of the world (i.e. earth, cosmos, our life) we talk about compression and - at the same time – dilatation of time. During the period of our life, as we are getting older, the time “shrinks” and speeds up.

![Picture 2. Strings demagogy in time layers](image)


The question which comes up in this moment is how to comprehend time layers, when there is no presence?
Passing between the layers is connected with division and dilatation (time compression) and depends on the number of occurrences in a given $\Delta t$. 

**Dilatation and division, or what formal time means**

So as to understand what any division is, one needs to define space and target function (picture 1) apart from, equally important, the definition of both virtual and structural side of the process, which allow for the realization of the target function.

In this case we have to know the way the process is to be effected as well as the appropriate steering tool, whose performance is based upon the information received from the definable current data as well as stable allocations. In the system that makes use of virtual memory for any active process and when a part of the picture is loaded into operational memory, it is copied differently from the transferred one.

![Objective Function Diagram](image)

**Picture. 3. Binominal distribution of the objective function on the grounds of space-referring decisions for two Gaussian distributions**


The Gaussian distribution must refer to the $n$ dimensions plus the incremental value of time.

---

Point diffraction for polynomial functions

Following the Cauchy definition\(^8\) for any number there exists such \(\delta > 0\) number that for each from an inequality \(0 < |x - x_0| < \delta\) there appears an inequality in a symbolic inscription (2):

\[
\text{Alogit} + \text{Blogit} = S = \text{const}
\]  

(2)

And that this is a point-indicated limit, which can be designated at the top of the target function, what means that reverse assessment is justified in reference to the comparisons of the picture of the estimated value of the function and the decision to be taken in the Gaussian space.

What we have is an enormous problem, as firstly we refer to the solutions by means of binary tautology, secondly, we have to find an answer to the question concerning the actual realistic number of target functions able to appear (and in what dimensions) and thirdly, how far the transfer system can be moved.

Own explications, fluctuation in the time of relaxation

It seems there are a few various approaches to make an attempt to solve this non-parametric set, as well as logit\(^9\). I would suggest the following solutions:

- removal of function\(^10\);
- movement of the estimated value in respect to real function.

There can appear an infinite number of target functions and, together with the growth of the number, there occurs the weakening of the system (3):

\[
\lim_{n \to \infty} \arg(x,y) = \logit(x,y)
\]  

(3)

where: \(x, y\) are the typical parameters fixing the coordinate system in the logit layer; in case we were able to refer to the Gaussian distribution it would be possible to construct polynominal target functions\(^11\) (picture 4).

Can function removal and their transformation be described? If it is so, than, following the theory of constrains and the appropriate inscription in the ambivalence of the target function, it is possible to establish a conditional statement of the changeable approximated aspect (4):

---

\(^8\) Disregarding infinity and homogenous string, infinity is not to be logically grounded in the context applied for the purposes of identification of the problem of strategy identification, and the homogenous string would become too difficult to be interpreted with two target functions included; it might also be false. The inscription copied form: http://pl.wikipedia.org/wiki/Function_limits- 27.01.2013.


arg \ min f(x,a) = \lim_{x \to x_0} V_a \\
where: the Va limitations can be underestimations and a- a parametric change\textsuperscript{12}.

Quite a different problem appears to be the abolition of the function in the space with a changing set of references and the description by means of the randomly selected \(x\) and \(y\), which, in turn, are to be differentiated from a more complex problem concerning the definition of the discrepancies between the estimated and the real values (picture 5).

\textbf{Picture 4. Polynominal functions of the target, where: red lines – target functions, A - assessment field and reference to the logit} \\
Source: own interpretation.

\textbf{Picture 5. Fluctuation of changes and the relaxation time} \\
Source: own elaboration.

\textsuperscript{12} The paper author believes that a string tends to the \(x_0\) value, at the same time influencing the \(V_a\) value; however, in particular conditions it may also tend to \(+\infty\).
The picture above can be described with the following pattern (5)

\[ K_{\text{det}} \rightarrow \{ \Delta t^* \zeta - \Xi \Delta I \Delta \xi \} \Psi \]  

(5)

where:
- \( K \) – approximated variable, which may refer to the cost of balance maintenance and/or growth;
- \( \Delta t^* \zeta \) - variables defining deficiencies and duration of time;
- \( \Xi \Delta I \Delta \xi \) - relaxation time in dependence on the number of defining parameters and their characteristics;
- \( \Psi \) - interpretation of the extrapolation of assessment area in formal time.

The above inscription can be formulated to the dim function (6):

\[ K_{\text{det}} = \Delta \Theta^*/\varphi(\Delta t) - \varphi(\text{dimfn}) \]  

(6)

where:
- \( \Delta \Theta^* \) is the formal time referred to ambivalence of the relaxation time \( \varphi(\Delta t) \), and the total value of the assessed variable (e.g. exploitation costs) is the difference between the formal time relaxation and the disturbances in reference to the course of the typed function \( \varphi(\text{dimfn}) \).

How can one refer to the logit? The assessed value is to be interpreted with the help of regression of the A field and its transfer in each of the particular sets of the reference systems.

Conclusion

When approaching the problems of assessment of the duration of system relaxation different types of issues can be found:
- ex-post - the comprehension of the notion of ‘time layer’;
- ex-ante – the comprehension of the notions: ‘non-parametrical quantification’ and ‘incremental value’.

Model approach to the attempts of relaxation analyses accepts the levels of changes of the process with the help of, among others, relocation and experimenting.
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